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[43] The development and myelination of the posterior longitudinal bundle in
the human.-M. F. LUCAS KEENE and E. E. HEWER. Jour. of Anat.,
1933, 77, 522.

THE principal results of this anatomical research can be summarized as
follows:

The bundle is one of the earliest tracts to myelinate, beginning at about
14 weeks. It first appears as two unconnected groups of fibres, one set
related to Deiters' nucleus and extending upwards to the lower pons and
downward to the medulla and cord; the other is found in the upper pons
passing to the fourth nerve nucleus. As growth proceeds in the ftetus
myelinated connexions develop between the portions of the bundle. Four
nuclei can be identified in connexion with it. The nucleus of the posterior
commissure makes a definite connexion with the bundle and furnishes a large
contingent of fibres to the ventral part of the commissure. The interstitial
nucleus of Cajal, and the nucleus of Darkschewitsch, form part of the nuclear
system.

J. V.

[44] The arterial irrigation of the cerebellar nuclei in man (L'irrorazione
arteriosa dei nuclei cerebellari nell' uomo).-I. FAZZARI. Riv. di pat.
nerv. e ment., 1933, 41, 558.

Ax investigation, by dissection and microscopical inspection of vessels
injected with coloured material, of the origin and distribution of arteries to
the cerebellar nuclei. Both anterior and posterior branches go to the nuclei
from the anterior cerebellar artery and the vertebro-cerebellar arteries respec-
tively. The field of distribution seems to correspond with the ontogenetic
and phylogenetic development of the various parts of the nuclei. The type
of the distribution of the vessels is different in the different zones of the nuclei.

R. G. G.
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[45] Old and new studies on the centrifugal fibres of the posterior roots

(Anciennes et nouvelles recherches sur les fibres centrifuges des racines
posterieures).-E. LUGARO. Arch. Suisses Neurol. et Psychiat., 1988,
31, 284.

IN a beautifully illustrated article Professor Lugaro shows that in the posterior
roots, within a period of some 60 to 100 days after extirpation of several of the
posterior root ganglia, fine myelinated fibres can be seen. Apart from
occasional aberrant fibres, his conclusion is that these centrifugal fibres have
regenerated, and come from neighbouring tissues. This work of his was done
in 1906 and apparently ignored. But recently similar experiments have been
performed by others, and the conclusions are conflicting. Professor Lugaro
now states, after fresh experimentation, that the genuinely centrifugal fibres
of the posterior roots, emerging from the cord and ' born ' in it, are amyelinic,
and that there are no centrifugal myelinated fibres in the roots. Those which,
as he originally discovered, are preserved after removal of root ganglia belong
to adjoining roots which have not been involved, and have been 'borrowed'
from them; others which, as remarked already, are found later, are not
pre-existing normal fibres, but have regenerated and penetrated the cicatrix
of the root concerned. He allows the occurrence of numerous centripetal
amyelinic fibres issuing from 'obscure ' cells in the root ganglia.

S. A. K. W.

[46] The development of Hortega's microglia (Weitere Untersuchungen uber
die Entwicklung der Hortegaschen Mikroglia).-H. v. SANTHA and
A. JUBA. Archivf. Psychiat., 1932, 98, 598.

THE conclusions of this finely illustrated article, embodying the results of
researches on rat feetuses, may be summarized as follows:

There can now scarcely be any doubt that microglia must develop-
mentally be sharply distinguished from neuroglia. Nor can it be doubted
that its genesis is closely linked to vascularization of the central nervous
system. The very first appearance of microglia is associated with the first
traces of vascular growth, and before that stage is reached the neural
parenchyma is free of microglia. The retina is apparently the sole neural
tissue where microglial cells develop in the absence of vessels, yet in all
probability the cells immigrate from the capillaries of the vitreous. Further,
evidence is offered which goes to show that cells indistinguishable from those
of the microglia of the nervous system are to be found in the heart, bladder
and other organs.

S. A. K. W.
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[47] The place of the red nucleus in the postural complex.-W. R. INGRAM1
and S. W. RANTSON. Amer. Jour. Physiol., 1932, 102, 466.

COMIPLETE destruction of the red nuclei or their descending connexions in the
cat by restricted lesions leaves the animal capable of righting itself, standing
and walking, even after optic control has been removed (by enucleation or
blindfolding). Hence the red nucleus cannot be regarded as an entirely
essential centre for the righting function in blind animals. Dysmetria and
ataxia or incoordination are often found in such animals with red-nucleus
lesioins, perhaps due to involvement of the cerebellar efferent system. Mild
extensor hypertonus is also present.

The red nucleus cannot alone be responsible for inhibitory influences,
removal of which causes decerebrate rigidity; it is merely a portion of the
complex system regulating postural functions.

A. B.

[48] Role of the anterior roots in visceral sensibility.-THEODORE T. STONE.
Arch. of Neurol. and Psychiat., 1933, 30, 99.

IN the past twenty-five vears the anterior roots have been said by many
investigators to contain antidromic fibres which conduct painful impulses
from the viscera and skin. The purpose of this experimental study was to
determine whether or not there are antidromic fibres in the anterior roots
which serve to transmit sensations.

The evidence from the experimental work detailed shows that there
are Ino antidromic fibres for pain in the anterior roots in relation to visceral
sensibility. Investigators who have previously stated that there must be
antidromic sensorv fibres in the anterior roots may have been led to such a
conielusion because of the following possibilities: first, when the posterior
roots were intact, stimulation of the anterior roots produced pain because of
the inervi nervorum to these roots. Second, when pain persisted after section
of the posterior roots, an insufficient number of roots may have been severed.
Third, movements due to fright and other causes may have been interpreted
as pain. Fourth, when the anterior roots alone were severed, haemorrhage
and trauma may have resulted in injury to the posterior roots, or changes
mav have occurred in the spinal cord at some distance. Fifth, at autopsv
onie may not find as many roots severed as were purported to be.

It would seem that in such visceral painful impulses as are produced
bi distension of the gallbladder the anterior roots are in no way a conduction
pathway. It is believed, therefore, that the pathway for visceral afferent
impulses from the gallbladder passes upward by the right splanchnic nerve
throuigh the thoracic sympathetic trunk to the spinal nerves by way of the
white rami and then into the spinal cord by way of the posterior roots.

R. M. S.
IK
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